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IANR ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS

AGRICULTURE & NATURAL RESOURCES ACADEMIC UNITS
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
Larry Van Tassell
AGRICULTURAL LEADERSHIP, EDUCATION & COMMUNICATION
Mark Balschweid
AGRONOMY AND HORTICULTURE
Martha Mamo
ANIMAL SCIENCE
Clinton Krehbiel
BIOCHEMISTRY
Paul Black
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
David Jones
ENTOMOLOGY
John Ruberson
FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Curt Weller
PLANT PATHOLOGY
Loren Giesler
SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES
John Carroll
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE & BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Clayton Kelling
STATISTICS
Bertrand Clarke

EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES ACADEMIC UNITS
CHILD, YOUTH, AND FAMILY STUDIES
Paul Springer*
NUTRITION AND HEALTH SCIENCES
Mary Ann Johnson
TEXTILES, MERCHANDISING, AND FASHION DESIGN
Yiqi Yang*

IANR PROGRAM UNITS
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Kathleen Lodl
ENGLER AGRICOMMERCE ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM
Tom Field
NEBRASKA FOREST SERVICE
John Erixson
NEBRASKA LEAD PROGRAM
Terry Hejny
NEBRASKA MANUFACTURING EXTENSION PARTNERSHIP
Matthew Allmand
YEUTTER INSTITUTE
Jill O’Donnell

*Interim
CENTERS

CENTER FOR ADVANCED LAND MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
  Brian Wardlow
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
  Paul Black
CENTER FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
  Daniel Schachtman
CENTER FOR PLANT SCIENCE INNOVATION
  Edgar Cahoon
CENTER FOR GRASSLAND STUDIES
  Walt Schacht
CENTER FOR RESILIENCY IN AGRICULTURAL WORKING LANDSCAPES
  Craig Allen
CONSERVATION SURVEY DIVISION
  Matt Joeckel
FOOD PROCESSING CENTER
  Terry Howell
FOUNDATION SEED FARM
  Jeff Noel
GREAT PLAINS COOPERATIVE ECOSYSTEM STUDY UNIT
  Larkin Powell
GREAT PLAINS VETERINARY EDUCATIONAL CENTER
  Clayton Kelling* & Galen Erickson*
HIGH PLAINS REGIONAL CLIMATE CENTER
  Rezaul Mahmood
INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS CENTER
  Mark Wilkins
NATIONAL DROUGHT MITIGATION CENTER
  Mark Svoboda
NEBRASKA CENTER FOR VIROLOGY
  Kirk Dombrowski*
NEBRASKA CENTER FOR PREVENTION OF OBESITY DISEASES
  Janos Zempleni
NEBRASKA COOPERATIVE FISH & WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT
  Kevin Pope
NEBRASKA FOOD FOR HEALTH CENTER
  Andrew Benson
NEBRASKA REDOX BIOLOGY CENTER
  Donald Becker
NEBRASKA STATE CLIMATE OFFICE
  Martha Shulski
NEBRASKA WATER CENTER
  Chittaranjan Ray
QUANTITATIVE LIFE SCIENCES INITIATIVE
  Jennifer Clarke

DISTRICT CENTERS

EASTERN RESEARCH, EXTENSION, & EDUCATION CENTER
  Doug Zalesky
PANHANDLE RESEARCH, EXTENSION & EDUCATION CENTER - Scottsbluff
  Jack Whittier
WEST CENTRAL RESEARCH, EXTENSION & EDUCATION CENTER - North Platte
  Kelly Bruns

RESEARCH, EXTENSION & ENGAGEMENT LOCATIONS AND CENTERS

BARTA BROTHERS RANCH - Ainsworth
  William Kranz, Manager*
GUDMUNDSEN SANDHILLS LABORATORY - Whitman
  Andy Applegarth, Operations Manager
HASKELL AGRICULTURAL LABORATORY - Concord
  TBD, Professor in Charge
HIGH PLAINS AGRICULTURAL LABORATORY - Sidney
  Jacob Hansen, Farm Manager
HORNING FORESTRY FARM
  John Erixson
KIMMEL EXTENSION & EDUCATION CENTER - Nebraska City
  Tiffany Heng-Moss
SOUTH CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL LABORATORY - Clay Center
  Michael Schlick, Research Farm Manager
STUMPF INTERNATIONAL WHEAT CENTER
  Kelly Bruns

*Interim
EXTENSION PROGRAM LEADS

THE LEARNING CHILD
  Kathleen Lodl

4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
  Kathleen Lodl

URBAN EXTENSION
  Cynthia Zluticky

FOOD, NUTRITION & HEALTH
  Jean Ann Fischer

COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT
  TBD

COMMUNITY VITALITY INITIATIVE
  Don Macke

BEEF SYSTEMS
  Rick Rasby

CROPPING & WATER SYSTEMS
  William Kranz & John Westra

LIVESTOCK HEALTH
  GPVEC Director - TBD

EXTENSION ENGAGEMENT ZONES

ZONE 1
  Robert Eirich

ZONE 2
  Jay Jenkins

ZONE 3
  Jay Jenkins*

ZONE 4
  Benjamin Dutton

ZONE 5
  Amy Topp

ZONE 6
  Hilary Maricle

ZONE 7
  Carrie Gottschalk

ZONE 8
  Angi Heller

ZONE 9
  Cynthia Zluticky

ZONE 10
  Megan Burda

ZONE 11
  Karly Black

NU WIDE INSTITUTIONS

DAUGHERTY WATER FOR FOOD INSTITUTE
  Peter McCornick

RURAL FUTURES INSTITUTE
  Mark Balschweid